
HPS: Your solution to attract and retain clients
Competitive Wisconsin provider network + one-statement billing experience

health payment systems

Whether you need a quick refresher on the value of HPS, or you want to share with your colleagues, 
this resource provides the information you need about HPS, the benefits for you and your clients, and 
how to work with us.

 

Deliver cost-saving solutions to your clients

Broad provider network 
The HPS network offers a broad choice of traditional providers 
plus new and innovative methods of receiving care, such as 
telemedicine and bundled procedures/payments. This range 
of options allows HPS members to be more effective healthcare 
consumers and HPS is always looking for opportunities to add 
creative cost-saving solutions such as freestanding imaging 
centers.

Part of your local community
HPS is an in-state network with deep Wisconsin roots. Our contracted providers are pillars of your 
clients’ communities and HPS is committed to serving our local communities as well. We understand 
the challenges and trends among Wisconsin consumers and aim to provide solutions that cater to 
those specific needs. 

Protecting your clients today and tomorrow
Our competitive provider contracts protect your clients’ bottom lines and their employees’ bank 
accounts. Unlike many networks, the majority of our contracts are negotiated in terms of fixed fees 
(not discounts) so there’s no ambiguity about what a patient will pay—and 97% of our contracts 
include inflation protection to keep those prices low. HPS consistently reduces trend year over year, 
as we’re continuously improving contracts and network as a whole. 

HPS is a great addition 
to our package to 
help keep costs down 
without having to pass 
any of that on to our 
employees.”

- HPS Customer
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Simplify the health care experience for clients’ employees

Super simple billing experience
In addition to favorable pricing, employees have the benefit of 
HPS’ SuperEOB.

One simple bill in lieu of the litany of EOBs and bills from every 
provider involved in a particular procedure

Predictable and consolidates all provider bills, so there are no 
more surprise bills

Option of a single payment plan interest-free for six months 
for all providers

Self-serve member resources
HPS makes it easy for plan members to get the resources 
they need, 24/7, through our online member portal. 

Super quick and easy to make a payment

Detailed claim data available

Self-help resource library

Working with HPS is easy

Want to quote a group? 
HPS offers a quick turnaround of 5 days or 
less (but often much faster). 

Exceptional customer service
Our high-touch customer service is here to support you,  
your clients and their employees year-round.
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HPS saves on so many 
headaches for not only 
myself as an employee 
but also from an HR 
standpoint!”

- HPS Customer

I have an extremely 
high opinion of the HPS 
staff that I work with.”

- HPS Customer

Contact your Client Engagement team member anytime, or our team at client@hps.com.

Submit to quotes@hps.md
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